<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOUR</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9.15 | Solid State Physics  
DB113 | Applied Maths B  
EM336  
Quantum Theory and  
Spectroscopy  
ECG01 | Applied Maths B(T)  
CMS01 | Applied Maths B(T)  
CMS01 |
| 10.15 | Ordinary Differential Equations(T)  
CMS01 | Applied Maths B  
EM336  
Quantum Theory and  
Spectroscopy  
ECG01 | Statistical Models B  
LT1 | Numerical Analysis B(T)  
JN302/EM252 | Statistical Models B  
LT1 |
| 11.15 | Complex Analysis  
EM244 | Complex Analysis  
EM244  
Operating Systems &  
Concurrency  
EM336 | Foundations2  
EM183 | Ordinary Differential Equations  
LT1 | Applied Maths B  
EM183 |
| 12.15 | Operating Systems &  
Concurrency  
EM336  
Social Cognition and  
Personality (Lab)  
DB157 | Operating Systems &  
Concurrency(Lab)  
EM250 | Statistical Models B  
LT1  
Solid State Physics  
PG201 | Applied Maths B(T)  
CMS01  
Social Cognition and  
Personality  
EM244 |
| 1.15 | Applied Maths B  
LT2 | Numerical Analysis B  
JN302  
Operating Systems &  
Concurrency(Lab)  
EM250 | Foundations2  
EM182  
Financial Derivatives(T)  
EM101 | Quantum Theory and  
Spectroscopy(T)  
SR320  
Financial Derivatives  
LT3  
Social Cognition and  
Personality  
EM244 |
| 2.15 | Ordinary Differential Equations  
LT1 | Complex Analysis(T)  
SR320 | Complex Analysis  
EM244 | Financial Derivatives  
LT3  
Social Cognition and  
Personality(T)  
SR114 |
| 3.15 | Numerical Analysis B  
LT2 | Complex Analysis(T)  
SR320  
Statistical Models B( Lab)  
EM252 | Numerical Analysis B  
LT2  
Solid State Physics  
DB114 | Solid State Physics(T)  
DB113 |
| 4.15 | Ordinary Differential Equations(T)  
CMS01  
Foundations2  
DB114 | Ordinary Differential Equations  
LT1 | Numerical Analysis B(T)  
CMS01/EM252 | Solid State Physics(T)  
DB113 |
| 5.15 | | | | |